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We all know that surgery remains the best chance of

cure for patients with colorectal liver metastases (CLM).

Within 2 years following resection, half of the patients will

experience recurrence, but it is commonly accepted that

repeat resection, when technically feasible, provides

excellent long-term outcomes, joining that of patients

without recurrence.1 One should nevertheless bear in mind

that these prolonged survivals are often the result of the

multimodal management of the patients, which combines

sophisticated morphological follow-up, percutaneous

ablative therapies and, above all, systemic chemotherapy.

In the current study, Vigano et al.2 confirm these pre-

vious findings but also provide new insights regarding the

pattern of recurrences of patients operated for CLM. Using

rigorous data arising from the well-known LiverMetSurvey

registry, they have specifically focused on the 10 % of

patients experiencing early (\6 months) recurrence fol-

lowing resection of CLM. Not surprisingly, the authors

observed that such recurrences were more likely to occur in

patients with pejorative factors, including advanced pri-

mary disease, synchronous metastatic spread, high number

of lesions, surgical margin invasion, and absence of adju-

vant chemotherapy. Also, they established that early

recurrences were associated with impaired long-term

prognosis, especially when not amenable to repeated

resection. While these valuable findings favor an all onco-

surgical approach and are in line with what might have

been expected, several important key aspects still remain to

be discussed.

WHICH SURGICAL MARGIN?

Current accurate pathological analysis of the resected

specimen mainly focuses on both tumor grading and

quantification of necrotic or fibrotic changes within the

lesions. Nevertheless, several important histological factors

at the tumor-normal liver interface, such as tumor thick-

ness, existence of a peripheral halo composed of viable

cells, satellite nodules, as well as lymphatic or microscopic

biliary invasion, have recently shown to strongly correlate

with recurrence.3 These observations support the fact that

aiming at only attaining R0 resection is now irrelevant and

should lead us to reconsider classical technical rules in

order to obtain wider margins. On one hand, results of the

present study confirm that the use of intraoperative ultra-

sound is of priceless assistance in order to stay at a

respectful distance while performing deep resections,4 but

also justify our policy of intention-to-treat margins of at

least 1 cm. On the other hand, the current study only tou-

ches the opportunity to revisit the concept of anatomical

resection in patients with CLM. Even though this obser-

vation revives an old debate, it may appear of particular

significance in the specific setting of patients with CLM

undergoing preoperative chemotherapy.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF PREOPERATIVE

CHEMOTHERAPY?

Obviously, an increasing proportion of patients with

upfront resectable metastatic disease will be referred while

already receiving preoperative chemotherapy. This ‘reality

check’ renders pointless any debate questioning the actual

benefits of preoperative chemotherapy. Therefore, surgeons

have now to face several other concerns related to its use.

First, determining the optimal timing for surgery. Indeed,

while planning surgery too early would not allow for
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appropriate control of the metastatic disease, prolonging

chemotherapy could lead to metastatic disappearance but

also to unnecessary development of chemotherapy-associ-

ated liver injury. Thus, development of biological,

oncogenetic and morphological relevant markers allowing

accurate assessment of tumor response are now required.

Second, understanding the dramatic influence of tumor

biology. In the current study, response to chemotherapy

was a strong prognostic factor for early recurrence. This

finding is in line with previous studies emphasizing that

time to response to optimal chemotherapy could represent

contraindications to major surgery and therefore supports

that response to chemotherapy should also be interpreted in

light of the natural history of the disease and not only on a

purely technical basis.5
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